Review Guidelines
We would like you to share all your experiences with agents and service providers, whether they are
good, average or bad. All we ask is that you follow a couple of simple guidelines.
Our guidelines and standards
Our aim is to keep the content friendly without limiting the freedom for people to express strong
opinion. Our guidelines and standards will always apply regardless of the review sentiment.
Promotional content is not allowed and will be removed, including the inclusion of email addresses and
telephone numbers.
Derogatory, personal, political, sexist or racist comments are forbidden and will not be allowed on the
website.
Comments should be appropriate for a global audience. Discriminatory remarks, threats, sexually
explicit remarks and any attempts to incite violence or the promotion of illegal activity are not allowed
on this website. Profanity, in any language, including profanity through using creative spelling and
codes is not allowed.
All reviews should be genuine and unique. Reviews are valuable to users who are looking for good
quality services and also to the businesses that the review is about. Reviews should be factual,
original and unbiased. Any material you post should be yours and in your own words.
We closely monitor reviews. Attempts by people to bring down the rating of a competitor by submitting
falsely negative reviews will not be tolerated.
Our principles
Whether negative or positive, we will post every review as long as our review guidelines are met.
HOUSINGAGENT.com serves as an independent media platform and our role is to distribute
feedback. We will always remain impartial and will not judge users or businesses for their reviews or
feedback.
All opinions expressed by way of review, or replies to reviews are from verified users and businesses
of HOUSINGAGENT.com.
We do not accept responsibility or liability for any reviews or responses.
HOUSINGAGENT.com is a distributor and not a publisher of comments and responses.
We do not have any obligation to verify content of reviews, replies, opinions or comments; however,
we will do our best to ensure that HOUSINGAGENT.com is used in the appropriate way it is intended
for.

